Onsite Environmental Services
Ashworth Leininger Group has extensive experience in helping industrial facilities achieve
and maintain compliance with local, state, and federal regulations through onsite
assistance. ALG staff has assisted numerous facilities with environmental compliance
matters by working onsite with clients to identify and resolve compliance problems.
Assistance may take the form of training clients on specific environmental responsibilities,
performing a comprehensive facility environmental audit, or advising clients during
inspections and other meetings with regulatory personnel.
Some examples of ALG's onsite compliance assistance include the following:
?
Performed an environmental audit of a manufacturing plant to assess compliance with South Coast Air Quality
Management District (AQMD) and federal air regulations. Identified areas of non-compliance and developed strategies to
achieve compliance where deviations were found. Assisted in the preparation of deviation reports and monitoring reports.
Prepared permit applications for equipment operating without a permit or to modify archaic or impractical permit conditions.
?
Represented a manufacturing facility during an AQMD RECLAIM audit. Evaluated current and historical RECLAIM emission
calculations and worked with facility and the AQMD inspector to resolve RECLAIM reporting issues. Developed a calendar of
RECLAIM compliance requirements to ensure compliance with the RECLAIM program going forward.
?
Identified federal, state, and local requirements applicable to a paperboard manufacturing facility; prepared an
Environmental Management System (EMS) table identifying environmental requirements, responsible parties, and
compliance demonstration methods.
?
Training Program – Various Facilities: Identified operational, inspection, and reporting requirements; designed general
training for all operators and contractors; designed focused training modules for training on specific environmental
responsibilities; identified the appropriate people to conduct the training and attend each focused training session.
?
Identified federal, state, and local requirements applicable to a co-generation facility; provided ongoing compliance with
applicable air, water and waste regulatory requirements; assisted in development of monitoring and recordkeeping protocols.
?
Directed/performed compliance assessments for refined petroleum and chemical distribution terminals to confirm
compliance with NSPS Subpart XX (Standards of Performance For Bulk Gasoline Terminals), Gasoline Distribution MACT
(Subpart R), Organic Liquids Distribution (non-Gasoline) MACT (Subpart EEEE), Site Remediation MACT (Subpart GGGGG) and
local air district requirements. Coordinated facility compliance efforts and corrective actions, as necessary, to improve
implementation and overall compliance assurance.
?
Performed an environmental audit of a manufacturing plant to assess compliance with Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (BAAQMD) and federal air regulations. Identified areas of non-compliance and developed strategies to achieve
compliance where deviations were found. Assisted in the preparation of deviation reports and monitoring reports.
?
Identified federal, state, and local requirements applicable to an aerospace facility; provided ongoing compliance with
applicable regulatory requirements; assisted in development of monitoring and recordkeeping protocols; provided training on
air compliance requirements.
?
Onsite compliance assistance can be tailored to each facility's needs and budget. Historically, project timelines have
ranged from an occasional, as-needed basis to regularly scheduled weekly visits working with clients on continual
environmental monitoring and reporting matters.

About Ashworth Leininger Group
Ashworth Leininger Group (ALG) is an environmental management consulting firm
located in the Los Angeles, California area, with satellite offices located in California
(San Francisco Bay Area and San Diego), Colorado and North Carolina. For more than
15 years, ALG has assisted clients in securing local, state, and federal air permits;
addressing complex air quality compliance issues; conducting environmental audits;
preparing periodic air quality emissions and toxic release inventory reports; and
assessing facility impacts on local and regional air quality.
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